
Genetic screening has recently become commercially available in Australia. This means

you can discover what breeds are in your dog and whether your pet is a carrier of over 30

different inherited diseases. Although inherited diseases are more common in pure breed

dogs, mixed breed dogs can carry and suffer from a number of inherited diseases,

especially those that are dominant.

The Mixed Breed Genetic Analysis which costs just $120 reveals what breeds are in your

dog and can be useful for alerting us to potential inherited diseases in those breeds as well

as working out ideal target body weight based on genetic weight prediction. It can also

tell you why your lapdog doesn’t sit on your lap—maybe it has Jack Russell Terrier genes

in it!

The Heritable Disease test checks for 30 different inherited diseases in dogs and 5

inherited diseases in cats. Knowing if your pet is susceptible to certain diseases enables us

to set up a monitoring program to check for early signs of those diseases.

There are a few other genetic tests available which will be of value to breeders such as a

coat colour trait test and a parentage confirmation test

We are now offering these tests at our hospital. They can be done at any time including

when they are desexed at 4 mths which would be an ideal age to have it done.

If you are interested in knowing more about

your dog’s health risks or just curious to find out

for sure what breed your dog is, then contact us

today.
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Hello Everybody!

Now that winter is here I have taken my spot in front of the

gas heater in the reception area where I can watch everyone

come in and surprise the dogs by not moving when they walk past! This issue we talk

about keeping old dogs and cats warm in winter as well as important information on

ordering medications and a way to find out what breed of dog you have. There is

also 2 chances to win a night away at a B & B for 2 people by having your dog

groomed in July or referring your friends to HAH. I would love to meet them.

Happy reading ...



Congratulations to Liz who recently gave birth to her second girl, Olivia who was in such a

hurry to see the world she came 6 weeks early! Jackie has come back from maternity leave.

We recently said goodbye to Lisa who has been working part-time as a vet for us on Wednesdays over the

past 2 years. Peter has lost his day off and now works Wednesday afternoons. Karyn still is doing

Wednesday mornings and Monday nights.

Rebbecca, who is our Saturday locum has recently got married over in Las Vegas and has been

honeymooning in the US.

HAH is now sponsoring a World Vision child in Kenya. You can see Cynthia’s

picture on our noticeboard.

This is in addition to sponsoring a child to go to Southern Cross Kids’ Camp for

abused and neglected children.

We recently changed our Sunday and Public Holiday hours and now offer an all

day emergency service rather than just 2 hours. This means the clinic is CLOSED

on Sundays and Public Holidays. If you have an emergency, ring the clinic to get

Dr. Green’s emergency mobile number. If he is unavailable you can also ring the

Animal Emergency Centre on 9803 8122

Many clients have pets on longterm medication such as arthritis and

heart medication. These drugs are strictly controlled by the

Government authorities and regulations mean nurses cannot dispense

them, nor can we dispense them without having recently seen the

animal. Because of a Government crack down on dispensing practices

we have had to tighten up our dispensing protocols.

What this means is that clients will need to phone or email in advance if they want repeat prescriptions.

This prevents the problem of people turning up and having to wait until a vet is available to dispense

the medication.

We have begun using scripts in our medical records which means when you ring up, the nurse should

be able to see whether repeats of medication have been authorised. Most scripts will have an expiry of

between 6-12 months after which an animal will have to be rechecked before more medication is

dispensed.

While this may seem unnecessary if the animal appears to be doing fine, it does mean we can ensure the

medication is still the most appropriate while checking for any subtle changes in health as well as

fulfilling our legal obligations.



Winter time is often difficult for both older people and pets as the cold makes arthritic joints stiff

and sore. If you notice your dog or cat is having trouble getting up after lying down for any length

of time or has trouble jumping up then they may be suffering from arthritis. Most animals hide pain

and so often the signs of arthritis are subtle. The fact that a dog that still wants to go for a walk does

not mean it does not have arthritis. Arthritis is a progressive disease but we can slow down

considerably that progression if we treat it in the early stages.

Tips for managing arthritis

1. Maintain an ideal body weight. Obesity is a major factor in arthritis and weight loss in overweight animals

remains the No. 1 most effective way of managing arthritis.

2. Pentosan (Zydax) injections once weekly for 4 weeks significantly improves 80% of dogs with arthritis and is the

only drug that causes healing of the cartilage.

3. Keep your pet warm at night. Dog coats can be useful for dogs.

4. Exercise should be regular and gentle.

5. Six monthly check ups are important to ensure your pet is on the best possible program

Pamper your dog in July by getting it groomed and go in the running to be

pampered yourself with a night away for 2 at a beautiful B&B* on the Bellarine

Peninsula (value $250) including king spa, chocolates and flowers on arrival. Every

groom gets one entry to be drawn at the end of the month.

On top of that we are giving away free Nurse Health Check Vouchers (value $30)

with every groom in the month of July.

So don’t miss out—book your dog in today!

Grooming available Mondays, Fridays and Saturdays in the winter months.

* Check it out at www.faultytowers.com.au

Have you ever wanted a tradesperson or business but had no idea who to use? Most

people like to use local businesses if possible especially if they are recommended by

someone they know. We have realized that a number of our clients run businesses and

so in keeping with our community focus, we have set up a business card section on our

notice board at the clinic. If you run a business you are welcome to put a business card

up on the board. If we get enough, we will collate them and print a list of businesses

that people can take as a reference if they need a particular business.

This is not an endorsement of any business but just a contact list of local businesses run by pet lovers

(so they must be nice people!). We are currently looking for suitable alliance business partners with

whom we can do some cross promotion. It would be great if we could find such partners amongst our

own clients.

If you would like to advertise your business on our board you can send in a business card or small flyer

(A6 max size) and we will put it up.



Law of Cat Thermodynamics

Heat flows from a warmer to a cooler body, except in the case of a cat, in which case all heat flows to the cat.

Law of Obedience Configuration:

A cat’s resistance varies in proportion to a human’s desire for her to do something.

Law of Energy Conservation:

Cats know that energy can only be stored by a lot of napping –they also know that

energy can neither be created or destroyed and will therefore use as little energy as possible.

Law of cat stretching:

A cat will stretch to a distance proportional to the length of the nap just taken.

Law of Cat Inertia

A cat at rest will tend to remain at rest, unless acted upon by some outside force – such as the opening of cat

food, or a nearby scurrying mouse.
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If you refer someone to our practice using our referral cards, when they come in with a pet you will

receive a thankyou pack which includes:

a voucher for a FREE bag of Eukanuba or IAMS food (value up to $32),

a FREE Hydrobath voucher (value $30)

a FREE Urinalysis voucher (value $28) and for a limited time,

one entry for each referral to our monthly B&B accommodation prize.

Referral cards are available at reception or by phoning and we will post some out for you.

Cats in Physics


